	The Situation at the End of 1916
G.H.Q. on its side took certain precautionary measures in the Northern Army district, in order to be ready for all eventualities, although the Chancellor had no anxiety as to the attitude of Holland and Denmark.
The construction of defensive positions in Northern Schleswig had made good progress and there was no need to do more than reinforce the frontier guard with a few cavalry. An army corps staff was moved thither temporarily, in order to obtain information as to local conditions. On our Dutch frontier the frontier troops were grouped in divisional formations and placed under an army corps staff that was stationed at Minister. The construction of defensive works was here much in arrears. Not too much had been done, either, on the Dutch-Belgian frontier, owing to shortage of labour. For the rest, our defensive measures were merely worked out on paper. The troops released from the operations in Rumania were to carry them out only if necessity arose, and were otherwise to be employed on the Western Front. They were in the first instance moved into Belgium.
IV
In the middle of January G.H.Q. received from the Foreign Office a transcript of a dispatch from Count Bernstorff of the loth January, to the effect that the Note dealing with armed merchant vessels " would frustrate President Wilson's proposals for intervening to negotiate peace/'    This surprised me, as all idea of any definite intervention by the President had vanished. Count Bernstorff could not be referring to anything else than the step taken by the President on the i8th December, which was not officially answered by the Entente until the I2th January, but was definitely put an end to by that answer, as we had anticipated.   I was unaware of any new step or proposal, and so was the Chancellor.   He accordingly replied to Bernstorff on the i6th January : " We are resolved to take the risk " (of rupture and possibly of war with the United States).   This cablegram had probably not reached Count Bernstorff when he

